
ANATOMY OF A LETTERPRESS PRINT JOB
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TYPE ACQUISITION 
McGarr begins with a sheet of paper with his selected quote printed on it.  
He uses this sheet to find the appropriate pieces of type from the California Job cases in 
his type cabinets

TYPE TRANSFER 
McGarr arranges the type on a galley, a small lipped metal plate, then he transfers the 
type from the galley onto the press

TYPE LOCKING BEGINS 
McGarr begins the process of “locking” the type. Locking is the process of filling the 
space around the type “furniture” to prevent movement of the type when the press is 
running

TYPE LOCKING CONTINUES 
Locking type can be a lengthy process. McGarr continues to lock up the type and look 
for potential issues that might affect the quality of the print run. 

STILL LOCKING. . . 
McGarr uses small pieces called “slugs” or “ledes” to further tighten the type. He also 
uses a tool called a quick lock-up key manufacturered by  
Challenge that ensures nothing will move during the press run

INK MIXING 
Once the type is locked, McGarr moves to his inking station to mix the ink. He selects a 
can of ink from his ink storage shelves and then prepares the ink by thinning it and then 
rolling a hand brayer over the ink. The inked brayer is then used to ink the type directly.

RUNNING PROOFS 
At this point, McGarr is ready to run the first proofs. He runs paper through the press and 
then places it on the drying rack. He examines the proofs for any issues that he needs to 
address, such as raising the printing bed or replacing chipped type. 

BACK TO LOCKING 
Observing a chipped “I”, McGarr replaces the letter and locks up the type again. He runs 
another proof to make sure he has addressed the issue. 

WASHES HANDS 
Before pulling the actual prints, McGarr washes his hands to make sure he doesn’t  
accidently ink the edges of the poster as he pulls the run 

PULLING PRINTS 
Now, McGarr is ready to pull the print run. He begins running paper one at a time through 
the Vandercook Universal III printer

TWO-COLOR INKING 
After a few pulls, McGarr decides to add a second color to the job. He repeats the ink 
mixing process. After inking the type with a second color he runs a few more pulls. 

TYPE DISTRIBUTION 
When McGarr is finished, he cleans the type using mineral spirits and then begins the 
tedious task of type distribution, or returning the type to its cases. He completes type 
distribution at 1:05 p.m.
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MAP OF INKY LIPS PRESS 


